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Recent advancements in biology and medicine have placed
significant emphasis on the development of fabrication strategies
that generate three-dimensional (3D) biochemical, mechanical,
and spatial patterns within soft, biocompatible hydrogels.[1–4]

Patterned hydrogels are often designed to mimic natural tissue
and are mainly used in tissue engineering studies (e.g., liver,
kidney, neuronal, and vascular applications) and fundamental
studies of cellular response to chemical or physical cues.[5–8]

Current technologies for patterning hydrogels have focused on
creating features using layer-by-layer stacking (fused with heat,
adhesives, or light),[2] molding,[9,10] 3D printing,[11] electroche-
mical deposition,[12] and photolithography.[5,13] These technolo-
gies have proven to be successful in producing intricate patterns
within hydrogels but only address applications that require static
features present before material implantation or experimenta-
tion.

In this work we propose a new method to create dynamic, 3D
hydrogel patterns involving layered spatial deposition of
chemically crosslinked, biodegradable polymers. By arranging
polymers with widely different and controlled degradation rates
within a single composite hydrogel material, patterns can be
enzymatically triggered to emerge over time in response to
biologically relevant proteases. These patterns can be created in
the form of either completely internal voids contained within
well-sealed structures or as open-geometry configurations, since
the composite hydrogel microstructure supports rapid diffusion
of both proteases and material degradation fragments. In
addition, the material released during the formation of either
pattern type can be modified to serve as a drug-delivery vehicle.
Here, we demonstrate the synthesis and characterization of
polymers with highly tunable degradation rates, the evolution of
3D internal and open structures within composite polymeric
materials, and the use of spatial and temporal patterns to deliver
fluorochromic molecules with distinct delivery profiles.

While our approach can be applied to other types of
biodegradable polymer, we have chosen to use recombinant,
engineered protein polymers that contain peptide regions
susceptible to cleavage by cell-secreted proteases at predictable
and tunable rates. Protein-based materials often offer inherent
biocompatibility, can be degraded into non-cytotoxic fragments,
and possess similar properties to native tissue, greatly facilitating
their use as engineered cell scaffolds.[14,15] Furthermore, protein
polymers are synthesized using genetic templates, which allow
for precise molecular-level control over the polymer content and,
therefore, over the degradation rate. The specific amino acid
compositions of our engineered proteins are detailed in
Figure 1a. Evident in this figure is their repetitive and modular
design, consisting of alternating active and structural
domains.[16,17] The structural domains are based upon a
well-known sequence borrowed from the protein elastin that
imparts properties of mechanical resilience and elasticity.[18,19]

The intermittent active domains contain short amino acid
sequences, previously selected through analysis of a four-amino
acid peptide library,[20] that exhibit varying susceptibility to
cleavage by the enzymes, tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), and
urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA). These enzymes are
members of the serine-protease family, are primarily produced in
vivo by endothelial and neuronal cells, and have been linked to
physiological roles in thrombolysis (blood-clot dissolution) and
extracellular-matrix (ECM) degradation. For each enzyme,
sequences were chosen to generate predicted fast-degrading
(t1, u1), medium-degrading (t2, u2), and slow-degrading (t3, u3)
protein polymers. An additional active domain, with a predicted
limited vulnerability to both tPA and uPA cleavage, containing the
well-known integrin-binding RGD sequence from the natural
ECM protein fibronectin was also selected for synthesis.[21] This
same protein polymer was previously described to control
adhesion and neurite elongation of neuronal-like PC-12 cell
cultures.[22] Unlike hydrogel scaffolds that utilize crosslinking
peptides as targets for enzymatic biodegradation, these protein-
polymer scaffolds enable independent tuning of the initial
mechanical properties and the subsequent biodegradation
kinetics.[22–25]

Prior to characterization, all protein polymers were expressed
in Escherichia coli bacteria and purified. Comparative degradation
rates were first evaluated for protein polymers solubilized in
buffer and exposed to high concentrations of either tPA or uPA
enzyme. The experimental degradation rate trends were found to
match the predictions from the four-amino acid peptide library
for all proteins except t1 (Fig. 1b, Supporting Information Fig. S1
and S2). By changing only 3% of the protein–amino acid
composition, the half-lives of the uPA cleavable proteins were
tuned across a 200-fold range and the tPA-cleavable proteins were
tuned across a 10-fold range. This high level of tunability greatly
supports the use of short peptide domains as tunable targets for
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Figure 1. Design of engineered proteins with tunable degradation rates.
a) Amino acid sequences of the full-length recombinant proteins and their
specific active domains shown as single-letter amino acid abbreviations
(EK refers to enterokinase, " refers to the predicted protease cut site,
four-amino acid peptide sequences previously screened for degradation
rate shown in italics). b) Comparison of soluble-protein half-lives after
cleavage at high enzyme concentrations (uPA¼ 0.5 kU mL�1 for all uPA
cleavable proteins, 1.8 kU mL�1 for RGD; tPA¼ 6.8 kU mL�1 for all tPA
cleavable proteins and RGD). c) Comparison of relative changes in the
compressive elastic modulus of crosslinked hydrogels after cleavage at
high enzyme concentrations (uPA¼ 0.3 kU mL�1; tPA¼ 6.8 kU mL�1).
tPA- and uPA-induced cleavage in biodegradable materials. Since
t1 and t2 degraded at similar rates and t2 expressed at much
higher levels, t1 was not further analyzed. Also, as predicted, the
RGD polymer degraded very slowly in response to both tPA and
uPA, thus solidifying its use as a more permanent, cell-adhesive
polymer. By submitting several degradation fragments of these
reactions for N-terminal protein sequencing, a high degree of
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degradation specificity was confirmed; the prominent final
degradation bands present on electrophoretic gels corresponded
to the molecular weight of the smallest designed cleavage
fragment (Fig. S1). A direct comparison between all predicted and
actual protein degradation fragment sizes also supported high
degradation-reaction specificity.[22]

Next, the engineered proteins were crosslinked into gels using
a bifunctional amine-reactive chemical crosslinker, disuccinimi-
dyl suberate (DSS), which reacts with free amine groups
presented by lysine residues (single letter abbreviation: K) within
the protein structural domains (Fig. 1a). Despite the initial
solubilization of DSS in an organic solvent, previous work
measuring the proliferative capacity of cells grown in 2D cultures
on the surface of thoroughly washed DSS crosslinked protein
films showed no evidence of cytotoxicity (Fig. S3).[22] For
applications requiring 3D cell culture, an alternative crosslinking
strategy, using the trifunctional amine-reactive chemical cross-
linker b-[tris(hydroxymethyl) phosphino] propionic acid (THPP),
is used to eliminate the need for organic solvents and to allow
cells to be fully encapsulated within the hydrogel structure.[26] The
cell compatibility of this crosslinking method is demonstrated by
the encapsulation and subsequent differentiation and neurite
extension of neuronal-like PC-12 cells within our hydrogels (Fig.
S4).

The degradation properties of the crosslinked hydrogels were
characterized upon exposure to high concentrations of tPA or
uPA enzymes by monitoring changes in the elastic modulus over
time (Fig. 1c). To simplify data comparison, all elastic moduli
were normalized to the initial time-zero elastic modulus value of
each sample (the average initial elastic modulus was 44� 11 kPa,
Table S1). As expected, the degradation rate trends exhibited by
the soluble polymers translate into tunable degradation of the
crosslinked hydrogels. The uPA-degradable materials show a
28-fold difference in elastic modulus change over a 24-hour time
period, and the tPA-degradable materials show a 5-fold difference
in elastic modulus change over a 144-hour time period.

These polymers with highly tunable degradation rates are ideal
substrates to create dynamic, 3D hydrogel patterns. By spatially
patterning polymers with differing degradation rates inside a
single composite material, patterns are induced to emerge over
time in the presence of enzymes. To form 3D composites, the
individual layers were first crosslinked separately into specific
shapes and then covalently fused together in a subsequent
crosslinking step. This procedure can be repeated as necessary to
generate a variety of 3D patterns. As initial proof of concept, a
single, long channel was designed to emerge over time within a
u3 hydrogel due to sacrificial degradation of a u1 region
(Fig. 2a,b). Distinct layers are visible in the images of the
composite hydrogel due to its sequential formation during
multiple crosslinking steps (Fig. 2b–d). Initially, the composite
hydrogel was a continuous slab of polymer; however, upon
exposure to the uPA enzyme, the u1 region quickly degraded
away within 3 days to reveal a long, open channel running the
entire length of the hydrogel. The remaining u3 polymer retained
enough structural integrity to maintain this open channel with a
predetermined geometry of�1mm� 3 mm� 2 mm, H�W� L
(Fig. 2c,d).

To develop dynamic patterns that emerge to form a completely
internal architecture within a well-sealed outer hydrogel, we
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 4149
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Figure 2. Emergence of both an open channel and a completely sealed internal void within
composite hydrogel structures during treatment with 0.3 kU mL�1 uPA. a–d) Evolution of open
channel through the hydrogel: a) schematic of the 3Dmultilayer structure, b) schematic depicting
a side-end view of the patterned hydrogel, c) digital photograph of hydrogel at t¼ 3 days, showing
that the open channel has emerged along the entire length of the hydrogel; d) phase-contrast
image at t¼ 3 days. e–g) Evolution of an entirely internal void within a well-sealed hydrogel:
e) schematic of the 3D multilayer structure (dashed lines indicate cut site for visualization of
internal structure), f) schematic depicting a side-end view of the patterned hydrogel, g) digital
photograph of hydrogel at t¼ 3 days showing the emergence of an internal structure (center piece
(II) cut from full structure and flipped on edge), h) phase-contrast image of center piece (II, on
edge) at t¼ 3 days; scale bar¼ 2mm.

Figure 3. Controlled spatial and temporal delivery of fluorescent molecules in conjunction with
hydrogel pattern evolution. a) Digital image of fluorescently labeled, patterned hydrogel (top
circle¼ u2:AF-568, bottom circle¼ u1:AF-350, surrounding scaffold¼RGD). b) Schematic
depicting a longitudinal cross-section of the patterned hydrogel showing placement of the
internal fluorophore reservoirs within the sealed RGD hydrogel. c) Phase-contrast image of
samples before (left) and after (right) degradation with 0.3 kU mL�1 uPA. d) Fluorescent images
of labeled u1 and u2 regions at t¼ 0 and 7 days. e) Time course of solution fluorescence intensity,
AF:568 Ex–Em¼ 578–640 nm and AF:350 Ex–Em¼ 346–440 nm; scale bar¼ 1mm.
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carefully examined the potential diffusion limitations presented
by the hydrogel microstructure.[27] The successful formation of
these internal patterns requires a proper balance between the
designed molecular weight of the polymer degradation frag-
ments, the protease hydrodynamic diameter, and the crosslinked
hydrogel structure. As a demonstration, an internal sacrificial
� 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinhe
column of u1 was completely encased within a
sealed u3 scaffold (Fig. 2e,f). Previous work
has shown that our hydrogels contain approxi-
mately 85% water when swollen, thus facil-
itating the diffusion of relatively small
enzymes (uPA �33–54 kDa, tPA �59 kDa)
and the designed polymer degradation frag-
ments (�4–8.7 kDa) throughout the scaf-
fold.[22] By changing the frequency and
location of the protease-cleavable active
domains within the protein primary sequence,
the sizes of the predicted polymer degradation
fragments and their relative diffusion rates can
be precisely controlled. Effective enzyme and
polymer fragment diffusion within our scaf-
fold structure was confirmed when the second
composite hydrogel was exposed to uPA,
resulting in the emergence of a predesigned
internal void within the well-sealed outer
hydrogel (Fig. 2g,h). The minimum diffusion
path in this geometry was�1mm wide, which
required diffusion across a length similar in
magnitude to the currently recognized nutri-
ent diffusion limit of 2mm in natural
tissue.[28,29] While current hydrogel patterning
techniques aim to mimic static features of
complex ECM tissue, this new dynamic
approach allows hydrogels to adapt and
develop over time as 3D patterns emerge
within the material. This technique has the
potential to offer an added layer of complex
control, in which the formation of patterns can
be directly tied to cellular growth and
cell-secreted proteases.

The time-dependent, enzyme-induced
evolution of patterns within hydrogels can
also be used to release multiple tethered
molecules, each with a distinct spatial and
temporal delivery profile. To demonstrate this
application, two different fluorescent mole-
cules, AlexaFluor(AF)-350 and AF-568, were
covalently linked to two proteins with different
degradation properties, u1 and u2. These
labeled materials were spatially patterned as
internal reservoirs within a sealed, cell-
adhesive, non-degrading RGD hydrogel to
form a single composite structure (Fig. 3a,b).
Upon exposure to uPA, the specific release of
the tethered molecules was confirmed using
both phase and fluorescence microscopy
(Fig. 3c,d). In addition, the time-dependent
release of each fluorescent molecule was
monitored with fluorescence spectroscopy;
the data collected for each fluorescent molecule were normalized
to the fluorescence value of a solution containing the fully
released molecule of interest (Fig. 3e). A complete, burstlike
delivery profile was observed for u1-tethered AF-350, while a
sustained delivery profile was seen for u2-tethered AF-568
(Fig. 3e). Several examples in the literature have demonstrated
im Adv. Mater. 2009, 21, 4148–4152
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that drugs or proteins that are covalently linked to scaffolds,
using mechanisms similar to our AF-350 and AF-568 linkage
reaction, can retain their biological activity.[30,31] Together our
results demonstrate the potential for using adaptive hydrogels to
deliver multiple drugs with highly distinct temporal and spatial
delivery profiles and the ability to couple drug release to cell
behavior within a growth-promoting environment.

The successful application and integration of our adaptive
hydrogels into medical therapies will ultimately require extensive
and precise tuning of material degradation and molecular
delivery rates to effectively meet tissue-specific, in vivo require-
ments. For example, in peripheral nerve regeneration applica-
tions, it has been hypothesized that hydrogel implants must be
degradable to avoid physical inhibition of nerve growth and that
the optimal degradation half-life of these implants should match
the rate of nerve regeneration, approximately 2–4 weeks.[32–35] In
an effort to mimic potential physiological conditions present in
such neuronal applications, biologically relevant tPA and uPA
concentrations were approximated by performing an enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) on PC-12 neuronal-like
culture supernatants. These decreased enzyme conditions
resulted in the predictable extension of scaffold degradation rate
trends over a one-month period and place our hydrogels within
the proposed optimal degradation rate range for neuronal
materials (Fig. S5). Furthermore, the degradation rate of the
hydrogels can be fine-tuned by uniformly mixing together
proteins with variable degradation susceptibility within a single
hydrogel, thus creating scaffolds that exhibit intermediate
degradation rates (Fig. S6). As a result, we predict that a full
range of scaffolds can be created with identical initial elastic
moduli and exquisitely tunable degradation rates.

The optimization of our initial scaffold modulus impacts our
choice of scaffold degradation rate and can be further applied to
meet the demands of individual tissues, since cells have been
extensively shown to respond to mechanical properties.[36–38] The
initial elastic modulus of the entire composite material or of
specific patterned regions within the hydrogel can be controlled
by simply varying the amount of chemical crosslinker used
during fabrication (Fig. S7). Future optimization studies of our
scaffolds will focus on material degradation by multiple proteases
because tPA and uPA may be simultaneously present at injury
sites. Initial crossreactivity characterization studies have been
conducted showing some evidence of tPA-degradation suscept-
ibility by the designed uPA-cleavage proteins and vice versa
(Fig. S1 and S2). The ability to tune scaffold degradation as a
function of multiple cell-secreted enzymes may lead to applica-
tions involving targeted cell infiltration by more than one cell
phenotype within distinct regions of the scaffold. Through
variation of the active domain content, different enzymes and cell
receptors can be targeted with the material, allowing scaffold
optimization for specific tissues and cell types.[23]

Overall, our results demonstrate the design of a family of
adaptive protein polymers with highly tunable and predictable
degradation rates. These protein polymers can be fabricated into
hydrogel scaffolds that enzymatically evolve to reveal dynamic, 3D
hydrogel patterns. Such patterns can be created in the form of
either open geometries or internal voids within well-sealed
composite materials due to diffusion of proteases and polymer
degradation fragments within the hydrogel microstructure. The
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inherent functionality of these patterns may be further enhanced
through covalent grafting of molecules to the scaffold backbone
for controlled spatial and temporal release during pattern
evolution. By constructing these scaffolds from recombinant
proteins, which offer intrinsic flexibility and precision in polymer
content, a wide range of degradation rates and drug-delivery
profiles are attainable. With this material we aim to address
complex tissue-engineering applications in need of materials that
can both adapt to and stimulate cell behavior post-implantation.
For example, cell-induced pattern formation can potentially serve
as a guidance mechanism for cell migration or as a means to
spatially organize cellular co-cultures. Of specific interest may be
tissue-regeneration applications that involve multistep cellular
development in which optimal scaffold conditions may change
over time, such as nerve repair, blood-vessel growth, and stem-cell
transplantation. Ultimately, the ability to fabricate enzyme-
responsive, 3D-patterned scaffolds opens up possibilities for
the future development of engineered constructs that both direct
and dynamically evolve with cells.
Experimental

Polymer Synthesis: All protein sequences were cloned into pET15b
(Novagen) plasmids using traditional recombinant techniques and
expressed in Escherichia coli, BL21(DE3) (induced with 1mM b-isopropyl
thiogalactoside at OD600� 0.6, 37 8C, expressed for 3–5 h). Proteins were
purified using either a previously described inverse temperature-cycling
process [22] or nickel-affinity columns (Qiagen). Typical protein yields are
�25–50 mg L�1.

Polymer Crosslinking: Crosslinked hydrogels were prepared by dissolving
lyophilized protein (0.1 mg mL�1) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS,
pH¼ 7.4) and rapidly mixing with disuccinimidyl suberate (DSS, Pierce
Biotechnology) solubilized in 25:75 dimethyl formamide: dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMF:DMSO) solution (0.042 mg DSS mL�1 of solvent) at
4 8C. The mixed solution was compressed between two glass plates
covered with parafilm (separated with 1-mm spacers) and allowed to react
at room temperature (RT, 24 h).

Soluble-Protein Degradation: The soluble-protein degradation reactions
were carried out in triplicate at 37 8C (200mL reaction volume) with either
human recombinant tPA (ProspecTany, 6.8 kU mL�1) or low-
molecular-weight uPA (Calbiochem, 0.5 kU mL�1) and protein (100mM)
in sodium borate buffer (pH¼ 8). Samples (6mL, number of replicates
n¼ 3) were taken at specific time points and immediately frozen on dry ice
in a solution containing water (9mL) and 3� sodium dodecyl sulfate
sample buffer (7.5mL). The extent of degradation was monitored by
separating each sample by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (12% SDS-PAGE, n¼ 3), staining the degradation
fragments with Coomassie Brilliant Blue, and performing densitometry
analysis (NIH ImageJ software).

Crosslinked-Protein Degradation: Crosslinked hydrogels were made as
described above with a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio of N-hydroxysuccinimide
(NHS) esters to primary amines. Crosslinked hydrogels were cut into
3–5-mm-diameter circles. The samples were degraded (n¼ 3) in PBS buffer
(pH¼ 7.4) at RT under constant agitation with either human recombinant
tPA (ProspecTany, 6.8 kU mL�1) or mixed high- and low-molecular-weight
uPA (Calbiochem, 0.3 kU mL�1). The elastic modulus of each protein was
determined (n¼ 3) at the specified time points using a TA AR2000
Rheometer and a compression rate of 2mm s�1, RT, in PBS buffer
(pH¼ 7.4). Elastic moduli were determined by measuring the slope of the
initial linear portion of the stress–strain curve (0–15% strain).

3D Patterning: The individual layers for each structure were prepared
separately (u1 and u3) using the same process and conditions as described
above (1:1 NHS:primary amines). After �24 h the crosslinked films were
removed from the molds and cut into the desired geometries. These pieces
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 4151
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were then coated in fresh u3 crosslinking solution at 4 8C, organized to
achieve the desired spatial pattern, and then allowed to react at RT for
another 24 h (within a hydration chamber). The structures were placed in
PBS buffer (pH¼ 7.4) and degraded with mixed high- and low-
molecular-weight uPA (Calbiochem, 0.3 kUmL�1) under constant agitation
at RT for 3 days. Samples were imaged before and after degradation under
phase contrast with a Zeiss Axiovert 200 microscope (2.5� objective).

Fluorescent-Molecule Delivery: Fluorescently labeled, crosslinked hydro-
gels were made by dissolving lyophilized u1 or u2 protein (0.1 mg mL�1) in
PBS buffer (pH¼ 7.4, 4 8C) and rapidly mixing with DSS in 25:75
DMF:DMSO solution (0.042 mg DSS mL�1 of solvent, 1:1 NHS esters to
primary amines) and AF-350 or AF-568 carboxylic acid succinimidyl ester,
respectively (Invitrogen, dissolved in 25:75 DMF:DMSO, 0.02:1 molar ratio
of carboxylic acid succinimdyl ester to DSS). The remainder of the
crosslinking process was the same as described above. The fluorescently
labeled, crosslinked films were cut into 3-mm-diameter circles and then
embedded within a RGD crosslinking solution that was prepared and
crosslinked as described above. RGD gels (n¼ 3) containing one
u1:AF-350 circle and one u2:AF-568 circle were placed in PBS buffer
(1.1 mL, pH¼ 7.4) and degraded with mixed high- and low-
molecular-weight uPA (Calbiochem, 0.3 kUmL�1) under constant agitation
for 9 days at RT. Samples (50mL, n¼ 3) were taken at the times indicated
and analyzed with a Molecular Devices SpectraMax Plus384 Spectro-
photometer at both 346–440 nm and 578–640 nm (Excitation–Emission
(Ex–Em)). A sample of u2:AF-568 was degraded in PBS containing mixed
high- and low-molecular-weight uPA (Calbiochem, 2.1 kU mL�1) for 5 days
at RT as a reference for fully degraded u2. Samples were imaged before and
after degradation under phase contrast and fluorescence with a Zeiss
Axiovert 200 microscope (2.5� objective).
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